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Q: bob do you see this[ken barnett-alt] [kenny.barnett68@gmail.com] [Q: 12:48 PM] 

Q: Q for Sharan:  given the potential loss of satellites in next few years, can the targeted observation methods you discussed be applied to mitigating this possible satellite data loss?[Gary Kubat] [gary.kubat@gmail.com] [Q: 11:26 AM] 

Q: For JTWC -- is there any current effort to consider the use of drones for reconnaissance of TCs in WestPac? From Paul Try[paul try] [paul.try@stcnet.com] [Q: 11:25 AM] 

Q: Nice job recovering![Dave Jones] [dave@stormcenter.com] [Deleted] [Q: 11:23 AM] 

Q: i need to be unmuted for this session[Vijay Tallapragada] [vijay.tallapragada@noaa.gov] [Q: 11:38 AM] 

Q: Is JTWC using AMSR-2 on GCOM?[Bill sjoberg] [bill.sjoberg@noaa.gov] [Q: 11:25 AM] 

Q: Bob, Ken- Webinar went down in mid talk. Tell folks to relaunch- it takes a few minutes[Peter Black] [peter.black.ctr@nrlmry.navy.mil] [Q: 11:26 AM] 

Q: Hi Eric this is Ivan, as you know, in the SFMR retrieval algorithm the rain height is fixed at 4000 m, while the actual rain height can vary significantly from that value (as TRMM data have shown). This effect produces large biases in the wind speed estimate at low wind conditions. These biases are on the same order that you have observed and reported. Can you comment on whether the correction of the absorption coefficient that you are proposing will mitigate the bias resulting from the difference in the actual rain height. thanks! [ivan popstefanija] [popstefanija@prosnesing.com] [Q: 12:11 PM] 

Q: for john: Have you thought about using an OSSE (where you would know the truth) to evaluate the accuracy of your methodology?[Dr. Robert Atlas] [robert.atlas@noaa.gov] [Q: 12:28 PM] 

Q: Is anything happening?  I hear nothing on audio and while I am apparently connected to "gotowebinar" I see nothing.[Edward Zipser] [ed.zipser@utah.edu] [Q: 12:45 PM] 

Q: Bob this is frank. Are only the speakers unmuted? I do not think it is clear to the audience how they can ask questions. Can you go over the procedure to ask questions?[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 11:34 AM] 

Q: Question for Eric Uhlhorn:[Mark Goodberlet] [markg@prosensing.com] [Q: 12:22 PM] 

Q: Bob this is frank again. I am not sure if everyone knows there is a chat with GoToMeeting, and I am not sure I f you set it up so anyone can see the chat.[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 11:36 AM] 

Q: Your page 9 figure and equation are quite different from what you reported in March 2012.  Can you comment?[Mark Goodberlet] [markg@prosensing.com] [Q: 12:23 PM] 

Q: Can anyone respond to the chat?[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 11:38 AM] 

Q: Ken and bob I think we need to make sure folks know how to ask questions using the chat capability. [Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 12:32 PM] 

Q: Hello. I'm sorry I just joined. I don't hear anything on the phone line. Is it a break now? Thanks.[Lon Goldstein] [lon@comet.ucar.edu] [Q: 12:58 PM] [A: 12:59 PM] 
A: yes

Q: Thanks. What time will it be starting again?[Lon Goldstein] [lon@comet.ucar.edu] [Q: 1:08 PM] 

Q: BTW, someone is not muted… rustling sounds… just FYI. Thanks for time update.[Lon Goldstein] [lon@comet.ucar.edu] [Q: 1:11 PM] 

Q: Thanks for the update[Jeff Hawkins] [jeff.hawkins@nrlmry.navy.mil] [Q: 1:13 PM] 

Q: Unable to call in.  Get message "All circuits are busy".[Scott Braun] [scott.a.braun@nasa.gov] [Q: 1:32 PM] [A: 1:34 PM] 
A: please keep trying we don't have a limit on the telcon

Audience Question: 
Q: dialing phone number, but getting "all circuits are busy" ????[Pat Fitzpatrick] [fitz@gri.msstate.edu] [Q: 1:36 PM] [A: 1:38 PM] 
A: Please try again, no limit on the teleconf but they do have to process everyone.

Q: I'm listening now, but it did take several attempts. Sounds like the trunk lines got full[Pat Fitzpatrick] [fitz@gri.msstate.edu] [Q: 1:46 PM] [A: 1:47 PM] 
A: ok.  thanks for letting us know.

Q: Unable to call in.  Get message "All circuits are busy".[Scott Braun] [scott.a.braun@nasa.gov] [Q: 1:32 PM] [A: 1:48 PM] 
A: Scott are you in to the phone system yet?

Q: How much of the intensity improvements/bias reductions in upgraded model are owing to the new way in which sfc wind calculated (from 850-hPa level adjustment)?[Chris Fogarty] [chris.fogarty@ec.gc.ca] [Q: 1:50 PM] 

Q: Yeah, I am on.  Took about a dozen tries.[Scott Braun] [scott.a.braun@nasa.gov] [Q: 1:51 PM] [A: 1:53 PM] 
A: welcome back

Q: Yeah, I am on.  Took about a dozen tries.[Scott Braun] [scott.a.braun@nasa.gov] [Q: 1:51 PM] [A: 1:53 PM] 
A: Ok. Thanks for the feedback.  The operator must have had a surge of calls.  We're learning as we go... Thanks for your patience.

Q: hello, its shirley again. for the next talk Tom Greenwald and Tomi V. will present. Its a tag team presentation. [Edward Rappaport] [edward.n.rappaport@noaa.gov] [Q: 1:58 PM] 

Q: Can you please unmute Ed Rappaport's phone line as well? Thanks Shirley[Edward Rappaport] [edward.n.rappaport@noaa.gov] [Q: 1:58 PM] [A: 2:03 PM] 
A: Can't find Tomi V so far on the telcon

Q: are you using NUOPC/ESMF interoperability layer for coupling ??[Dave McCarren] [david.mccarren@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:03 PM] 

Q: This is frank [Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:06 PM] 

Audience Question: 
Q: Bob and ken. I am concerned about the lack of questions  for the speakers. Given that only the speakers and session chair have open phones. I do not think that folks know how to ask questions.[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:06 PM] [A: 2:09 PM] 
A: Bob is on a Mac but I hope he can see the question now. But yeah typing questions is not ideal but we have over a hundred lines.

Q: With all the phones muted but the speakers it is hard to get any questions in before they move on. It might help if bob would explain to the listeners that they need to use chat to request to make a question. I think the majority of folks do not get it yet.[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:13 PM] 

Q: Perhaps ask the modlerator should ask the audience if they have a question.  That may prompt a question.[Michael Goodman] [michael.goodman@nasa.gov] [Q: 2:19 PM] [A: 2:30 PM] 
A: unless you are presenting your mike is muted by the operator.  Need to enter ?'s in the webinar.

Q: This is frank. I wanted to ask Tom Greenwald whether the low model top for HWRF is a problem for the HWSS? Would raising the model top help?[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:16 PM] [A: 2:37 PM] 
A: Frank,  Tony   I called Bob.  He see's the questions.  There are three in the queue right now -- two red flagged and yours.  He's waiting until the end to ask them.  I asked him to remind participants to enter their questions on the webinar.  

Q: Q for 2nd presentation by Eric U. Hi Eric, this is Ivan, as you know, in the SFMR retrieval algorithm the rain height is fixed at 4000 m, while the actual rain height can vary significantly from that value (as TRMM data have shown). This effect produces biases in the wind speed estimates at low wind conditions. These biases are on the same order that you have observed and reported. Can you comment on whether the correction of the absorption coefficient that you are proposing will mitigate the bias resulting from the difference in the actual rain height? Thanks![ivan popstefanija] [popstefanija@prosensing.com] [Q: 2:37 PM] 

Q: I understand the mikes are muted.  But the Moderator should prompt the audience at the end of each talk to ask the audience to type in their question[Michael Goodman] [michael.goodman@nasa.gov] [Q: 2:31 PM] [A: 2:41 PM] 
A: Agree.  We'll try to do that and hopefully there will be sufficient time to address all questions that are entered.  I think Bob will decide.

Q: Well maybe that plus the session leaders not holding folks to time. ;-)[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:42 PM] 

Q: Thanks tony. That is my only issue with doing the meeting this way. [Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:40 PM] [A: 2:45 PM] 
A: Frank,  Depending on how much time we have at the end of the session, Bob will have to select which of the questions to relay to the presenters.  All won't make the cut (and there's no opportunity for follow-up questions).  Again, we're learning as we go. 

Q: hi there. its shirley again, Haiyan will present from here (NHC). We will unmute our phone (Ed Rappaport). Thanks again![Edward Rappaport] [edward.n.rappaport@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:47 PM] [A: 2:50 PM] 
A: Got it thanks, I see that Ed is still opened so all sure work.

Q: slides not advancing [Vijay Tallapragada] [vijay.tallapragada@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:51 PM] [A: 2:54 PM] 
A: your machine may be locked up, seems to be working for me and Mark

Q: Tony and bob. This is frank. Can we save the chat from the meeting to send out with any questions to the speakers? It would be a shame to lose the questions and comments.[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:58 PM] [A: 3:04 PM] 
A: I tried to do that this morning but was unsuccessful.  The text wouldn't cut and paste.  I'll talk to Kenny at break to see if this is possible.  

Audience Question: 
Q: Tony and bob. This is frank. Can we save the chat from the meeting to send out with any questions to the speakers? It would be a shame to lose the questions and comments.[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 2:58 PM] [A: 3:06 PM] 
A: I do see a option to save questions log

Q: That is great. Can you please save it before we lose them?[Frank Marks] [frank.marks@noaa.gov] [Q: 3:09 PM] 

Q: For Ken only: I assume that since I am only able to dial in on "listen only" mode, that I don't have anything to do as session leader today.  Please let me and Dave McCarren know.  Thanks, Mike[Mike Farrar] [michael.farrar@noaa.gov] [Q: 3:09 PM] [A: 3:11 PM] 
A: Mike,  your mike will be opened at the beginning of your session.  I think Dave knows but you can inform him.  Your session should begin about 3:45.  We can probably get away with one session leader if you to flip a coin with Dave.

Q: Thanks Ken.  I haven't been able to reach him.  Can you forward my cell (703-507-7542) to him  and ask him to call me?  I see he is logged into the webinar.[Mike Farrar] [michael.farrar@noaa.gov] [Q: 3:15 PM] 

Q: Does increasing the number of the predictor improve the regression (Prediction)? How many predictors (maximum) we can be used? [Amit Bhardwaj] [amit.bhardwaj.iitd@gmail.com] [Q: 3:16 PM] 

Q: Question/Comment for Jason Dunion and John Kaplan: Can we find a way to put probability forecasts directly in the ATCF so we don't have to rely on text files for verification? [Mark DeMaria] [mark.demaria@noaa.gov] [Q: 3:19 PM] 


